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MESSVrTJ! BY SECRSTARY-CENERAL KURT ^T^t.DHSIM TO SECRETARIAT

Following is a message by Secretary-General Kurt r<iTaldheim to the United
Rations staffs
My Col?eaguos in the Secretariat,
Before leaving the United Nations, I wish to express to all of you my
gratitude and appreciation for the support and co-operation you have given me
during my time as Secretary-General. It has been, for many of us, a
tumultuous and fascinating 3.0 years.
One of my few regrets is that, un^er the relentless pressure of
developments, I have had far less time than I would have wished to keep
regular contact with, and to get to know personally, a wider circle of members
of the Secretariat.
I am more convinced than ever that an independent and effective
Secretariat is indispensable not on!y to the development of the United Nations
but alsor in critical times, to vrorl^ neace itself. The Secretariat must also
have the confidence anc" support of the Member States. And the Member States
will, I hope,, increasing Iv see that an independent ard effective Secretariat
is in the long-term general interest and will correspondingly be mindful of
the spirit and the letter of Article 100 of the Charter.
e are the basic aims «-/e must continue to pursue. From my own
experience T can attest that great determination in required to make progress
towards these goals. The Secretariat, being at the centre of the Hfe of the
world Organization, is naturally subirct to pressures from all sides. A large
part of those pressures is brought to hear on the Secretary-General, who must
resist them as noces^ary while at the s-^me time maintaining a good working
relationship with all the Member States. This can only be done effectively by
a const-.nt assertion of the principles of the Charter.
The evolution of a truly international and independent Secretariat is a
task of great complexity and Difficulty which wi!!3. continue far into the
future. T,pt me here pay tribute to the part you have already played in this
essential task of the United Nations.
I am sure you will give my successor all the support he needs in
discharging his very difficult responsibilities. I know thnt you will work,
as you have done in the past, to strengthen the United nations and make the
Charter a rea1ity.
I wish vou all the best of success in the future.

* *** *
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MESSAGE TO THE STAFF

My Colleagues in the Secretariat,
Before leaving the United Nations, I wish to express to all of you my
gratitude and. appreciation for the support and co-operation you have given me
during my time as Secretary-General. It has been, for many of us , a tumultuous
and fascinating ten years. One of my few regrets is that, under the relentless
pressure of developments, I have had far less time than I would have wished to
keep regular contact with, and to get to know personally, a wider circle of members
of the Secretariat.
I am more convinced than ever that an independent and effective Secretariat
is indispensable not only to the development of the United Nations but also, in
critical times, to world peace itself. The Secretariat must also have the
confidence and support of the Member States. And the Member States will, I hope,
increasingly see that an independent and effective Secretariat is in the long-term
general interest and will correspondingly be mindful of the spirit and the letter
of Article 100 of the Charter.
These are the basic aims we must continue to pursue. From my own experience,
I can attest that great determination is required to make progress towards these
goals. The Secretariat, being at the centre of the life of the world Organization,
is naturally subject to pressures from all sides . A' larp;e part of those pressures
is brought to bear on the Secretary-General, who must resist them as necessary
while at the same time maintaining a good working relationship with all the Member
States. This can only be done effectively by a constant assertion of the
principles of the Charter.
The evolution of a truly international and independent Secretariat is a task
of great complexity and difficulty which will continue far into the future. Let
me here pay tribute to the part you have already played in this essential task
of the United Nations.
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I am sure you will give my successor all the support he needs in discharging
his very difficult responsibilities. I know that you will work, as you have done
in the past, to strenp^then the United Rations and make the Charter a reality.

I wish you all the best of success in the future.

KURT WALDHEIM
Secretary-General

SG/SM/3228
SC/4351

21 December 1981

SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT IN SECURITY COUNCIL

Following is the text of a statement mace by Secretary-General Kurt
Walciheim in the Security Council this afternoon?
Let me at the outset thank you most sincerely for the kino words which
you and the members of the Council have addressed to me. Your remarks are
indeed heartening to me and reflect the close co-cperation which has always
existed between the Council and me during my term of officeSince this iray well be the last time that I have the opportunity to
address the Council, I would like to conclude by making a few remarks on the
work of the Security Council and, in particular, on the relationship between
the Council and the Secretary-General.
In the 10 years that I have been Secretary-General, I have derived great
satisfaction from the close working relationship which I have always enjoyed
with the Council and its members. Especially in times of gathering tension
and crisis, it is essential that this close relationship be maintained,, not
only in order to avoid misunderstandings or to keep the Council fully informed
of developments, but also to ensure that the Council,? on the one hand, and the
Secretary-General, on the other, complement each other's actions and act with
unity of purpose.
I have always kept in close touch with the Presidents of the Council on
current matters. The President of the Council exercises an extremely
important element of leadership, especially when the Council is confronted
with difficult problems. It is therefore very necessary that the
Secretary-General makes available to the Council the information that is
available to him, any suggestions that he may have for obtaining such
additional information as nay be required, and any informal advice that he may
find appropriate to offer for dealing with current difficulties.
Sometimes, the Secretary-General himself can
short of, or including, formal notification under
which further the purposes of the Council and can
of problems. In such times also, it is essential
Secretary-General act in concert.

take certain actions -Article 99 of the Charter —
contribute to the solution
that the Council and the

(more)
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The development of the system of consultations in the Council has, I
think, provided! a useful new element in the Council's work. It has also
proved very helpful to me, both as a means of keeping the Council informed and
as an informal means of consulting with the Council on action to be taken,
In the past 10 years, we have been through a number of serious crises.
The Middle East war of 1973 evoked a highly effective response from the
Security Council in securing the cessation of hostilities an<3 putting on the
ground a peace-keeping force.
This episode was an excellent example of the way the Council, along with
the Secretary-General and his s t a f f , can act together and speedily in a
dangerous crisis. That episode had another an<? broader result in providing
the occasion for the formulation of a working basis for peace-keeping
operations which has proved very useful in subsequent peace-keeping operations.
I do not wish to make a list of all the important and d i f f i c u l t questions
with which the Council has dealt in the last 10 years, I would, however,
particularly single out the crisis in south Lebanon in 1978 and the subsequent
establishment of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UWIFIL) , and
also the Council's handling, again in concert with the Secretary-General, of
the extremely d i f f i c u l t case of the hostages in Iran.
The Council is a good example of an evolving international institution.
Each chapter of its history adds something to its experience and contributes
to the evolution of its working methods and reputation., This is why the
actions the Council takes or, on occasion, fails to take, both create
precedents of vital importance for its f u t u r e authority and effectiveness. As
I said in my farewell speech to the General Assembly, the maintenance of
international peace and security is the primary, function of the United Nations
— a goal of which we must never lose sight,
It has therefore been a particular privilege and challenge to me to play
some part in the evolution of this extremely important organ of the United
Nations. I like to think that whatever small contributions we may all have
made during this period will add something useful to. the structure of peace we
are trying to build in the United Nations.
I conclude, Mr, President, by expressing to you personally and to all
the members of the Security Council, my warm apprecia tion for your
co-operation and your friendship. You personally have shown great skill,
clear-headedness and objectivity in dealing with an unusual number of very
complex and d i f f i c u l t questions. I think the United Nations is lucky to have
people of your calibre — and, if I nay say so, especially young people of
your calibre — to serve it.
I wish you and all my. old friends in the
Security Council all success in their vital task.

* *** *

SG/SM/3226
SC/4349
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL IK SECURITY COUNCIL

Following is the text of a statement made in the Security Council by
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim this afternoons

I have taken note of the resolution just adopted by the Security Council
and its decision to extend the mandate of UNIFIL for a further period of six
months until 19 June 1982,,
I have, on numerous occasions, drawn the Council's attention to the root
causes of the difficulties faced by UNIFIL and I do not need to reiterate them
today. Needless to say, with this renewed expression of support by the
Council, UNIFIL will continue to exert all possible efforts to carry out fully
the tasks entrusted to it.
I am sure that my successor, as I have done, v.'ill do all that he can to
promote the full implementation of the Security Council resolutions on UWIFIL
in all of their parts.
I would hope, at the same time, that the members of the Council will
bring their fullest influence to bear on the situation, so that the parties
heed the position taken by the Council without further delay,, I consider this
fundamentally important if our objectives are to be fulfilled,
I wish to take this opportunity to pay tribute once again to the
Commander, the officers and men of UWIFIL. In this, one of the most important
and most d i f f i c u l t United Kations peace-keeping operations, they have carried
out their duties with exemplary efficiency, dedication and courage.

* *** *
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A message from the Secretary-General
We are approaching the end of a year which has been marked more by tension and discord than by
the resolution of international differences and more by continuing deprivation than by progress toward
the elimination of economic and social inequities. Such times test the fortitude of the Secretariat
staff throughout the world, for none are more conscious of the seriousness and complexity of the problems with which the international community is confronted. I am pleased to note that the Secretariat
is responding to this challenge -with competence, determination and devotion in the spirit of the Charter which we all recognize as the basis of peace and justice throughout the world.
This dedication is especially reassuring since the Secretariat staff is presently going through a
change in generation. After more than three decades many who joined the United Nations Secretariat
at the outset have now retired or will soon be doing so. They brought an enthusiasm and idealism
closely associated with the great hopes placed by the world in the new organization of which they were
a part. Those of the present generation began their work in the knowledge that some of these hopes
had not been fulfilled. Yet the spirit of commitment and service has been passed on. Moreover, the
role of the Secretariat is to-day even more important and its responsibilities have grown many times
over as world needs and problems with which the United Nations must deal have become ever more
numerous and extensive.
After almost ten years as Secretary-General I am more convinced than ever that a strongly motivated and highly competent international civil service is one of the world's most valuable assets in
achieving progress towards lasting peace and economic and social justice. As the years have passed
I have been deeply impressed by the commitment of the Secretariat and the remarkable spirit which
flows from the principles of the Charter and makes of this disparate group of people a coherent and
effective international staff. In this sense, the United Nations Secretariat stands as a model of international co-operation in support of shared goals.
If some of the past year's developments have given cause for discouragement, there have also
been achievements which can give us renewed hope for the future and hearten us in our continuing
work. Many thousands of people who might otherwise have died have been given food and shelter;
parties to conflicts have been afforded a continuing opportunity to resolve their differences without
further resort to arms; the nations of the globe have again been able to review together in this universal forum their differences and their needs in the common if difficult objective of achieving a
better world. We therefore have much reason to be thankful and at the same time proud of the contribution made by the United Nations and its staff.
I would like, in this connexion, to express my warm appreciation for the hard and demanding
work accomplished by the Secretariat in 1981. I wish all staff members and their families happiness
in the holiday season and good fortune in the new year,,

A message from the President of the General Assembly
It is traditional for the President of the General Assembly to send a
message to the Secretariat at the close of the year. I am pleased to continue
that tradition.
I cannot resist noting, however, that I have one advantage over past
Presidents: I send this message to a Secretariat of which I was proud and
honoured to be a part for eleven years of my career.
The concept of international civil service is at the heart of the United
Nations. Without a dedicated and efficient staff, the Organization could not
possibly function. It has been my experience that the United Nations is fortunate indeed in the quality of women and men who comprise the Secretariat.
This has become especially apparent to me during my tenure as President of the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly. In a sense, each
member of the Secretariat has a role to play in making the Assembly successful. However, some of you are essential in conducting the day to day work of
the Assembly: those who prepare and translate documents, the conference officers, the verbatim reporters, the document officers, the interpreters, the
press officers, the security guards, and others who work directly in the Assembly. I am deeply grateful to all of these hard-working people, and also to
those who contribute less directly, for their efforts on behalf of the United
Nations.
I appreciate the opportunity the Secretariat News has given me to send
this greeting to the staff of the United Nations. You have my best wishes for
an enjoyable holiday season, and for continuing success and happiness in your
work at the United Nations.

Thirty-eight Floors and
555
Three Basements
555
This is the last issue of the News for the
555 year. The cover was designed by Jyoti Carty of
555 the News; the calendar by Olga Ainagas of
555 Graphic Presentation, and the inside front cover
•••» by Heikki Vuorenmaa of UNDP.
fmm
The News thanks many people for their sup555 port during the year: our contributors, corre555 spondents, photographers, collaborators and
555 critics; every single member of the Photo Sec55" tion which plays a large part in each issue; our
J55| colleagues in the Publishing Division, particu•55 larly those in the Printing, Reproduction and
555 Distribution Sections, who are unfailingly co555 operative and kind.
555
The next issue will be on 15 January. In the
•55; meantime, we wish everyone from the third
•jgj basement to the thirty-eighth floor a happy holi555 day season and, on behalf of the staff at Head555 quarters, send greetings to our colleagues
^55 round the world.

Ill the House
PARKING FOR THE HANDICAPPED
It was greatly appreciated that two parking spaces
for handicapped persons have been allocated near the
curb in the Secretariat circle. Could another step be
taken? Could the sidewalk be rebuilt to facilitate
wheelchair mobility whenever necessary. Thank you.
Ib
The staff of OGS is looking into this. ed.
BOUQUET
Car owners who are looking for efficient and
courteous service should take their major and minor
auto problems to Riveredge Automotive Inc. in the
third basement. Efficiency and courtesy are guaranteed. I speak from experience.
B. Ettelson
NATIONAL HOLIDAYS IN JANUARY
1 - Cuba, Haiti, Sudan; 4 - Burma; 26 - Australia, India.

HAPPY TRAVELLING:

photo: Jyoti

For the past five
months the Staff Activities and Housing Unit has
been fortunate enough to
enjoy the efficiency,
charm and warm good
humour of Kristina
Gomez who came as a
volunteer in the summer
and stayed on a General
Assembly appointment.
Kris graduated from
California's Humboldt
State University this year
with a B. A. in French,
and she plans to move
back west. Our thanks
and very best wishes go
with her.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND THANKS
TO ALL THE
VICTORY HANOI-PEOPLE I

BE AN ANGEL - BRING OR BUY A TOY
Staff member is collecting toys for Christmas
presents for needy children in New York City. The
toys will go to Timmy and his "God Squad", a nondenominational group of people working to help poor
inner-city children. Will accept new or used toys for
children of all ages, toddlers to teens. Please wrap
all gifts and indicate on the outside of the package the
age and sex of the child. (If good for either sex,
mark M/F.) Please deliver to Secretariat News,
room 544C or to Fernando Astete, room DC-621 on
or before 21 December.
THE DELEGATES' DINING ROOM AND PRIVATE DINING ROOMS will be closed for additional
renovation from 4 January to 26 February, and will
reopen on 1 March. During this period the West Terrace will be open for daily luncheon from 11.30 a. m.
to 2.30 p.m.
HOLIDAY DISCOUNT
A holiday discount of 20% will be given to staff
and members of delegations on Gift Centre and Souvenir Shop purchases through the month of December.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH
"The Netherlands Government wishes to emphasize that a reduction of personnel and resources involved in treaty-making may well be achieved if the
question of the necessity of a particular treaty would
receive more thorough examination, thereby reducing the over-all burden of the treaty-making process
for Member States and intergovernmental organizations alike."
A/36/553/Add. 1

SG/SM/3224
15 December 1981

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR
15 December 1981, New York

The following is the text of the statement made to the General Assembly
this morning by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim;
I am deeply touched and most grateful for all the kind words addressed to
me here today. This is for me a moving moment. To serve in this high o f f i c e
is a great and unique privilege. It is an experience unlike any other.
It
provides an unrivalled opportunity to assist in the a f f a i r s of peoples and of
nations and to learn about the noble, as well as the ignoble, side of human
nature. It is an opportunity to participate in the most important and
d i f f i c u l t human experiment ever undertaken — building the new s t r u c t u r e of an
interdependent world. And this high o f f i c e brings one into active contact
with the leaders and representatives of all the nations in a common e f f o r t to
face the challenges of the present and to build for the f u t u r e . N a t u r a l l y , I
shall miss all of these facets of the Secretary-Generalship.
This is also a comforting moment, because it is — in many ways — a
relief to lay down a great burden and to look back over the long and hard road
we have travelled together since 1971 when I became Secretary-General.
The experience of those 10 years has profoundly re-inforced my conviction
of the necessity to maintain, develop and strengthen the United Nations. The
frustrations and d i f f i c u l t i e s I have encountered have only confirmed my view
that the United Nations is an absolutely essential i n s t i t u t i o n , not only for
present problems but for the sane and orderly conduct of human a f f a i r s in the
future.
When we make judgements on our Organization it is well to do so on the
basis of its fundamental nature, rather than on the basis of what this or that
nation or group of nations would wish it to be or to do. We must always bear
in mind that the United Nations is the Organization of all nations and the
property of none. It is the place where nations should come together to
harmonize their actions for the attainment of the common ends of the Charter.
(more)
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It should be used primarily for resolving disputes and c o n f l i c t s r a t h e r than
as a forum for pursuing them. It should not be viewed as the instrument of
one group or one nation against another.
Our f i r s t and primary- purpose here is the maintenance of international
peace and security and the development of a r e l i a b l e day-to-day system of
world order respected and adhered to by all States. We are s t i l l very far
from such a goal. This vision of the founders of this Organization was
inspired to a great extent by a major world catastrophe, the Second World
War. It was their intention to provide, through the United Nations, an
a l t e r n a t i v e to the international anarchy which, in this c e n t u r y alone, has
given rise to two world wars. We must never lose sight of this primary goal.
We should not underestimate the successes of this Organization in the
maintenance of international peace and security. We are developing, for
example, w i t h considerable success, a means of c o n f l i c t control,
peace-keeping, which is an important part of wider p o l i t i c a l and diplomatic
e f f o r t s to keep the peace. Above all, the United Nations is a place of last
resort for Member States when a f a t a l confrontation threatens.
I do not need to emphasize the historic importance of the f u n c t i o n of our
Organization as an agent of p e a c e f u l change.
It has acted as a c a t a l y s t in
the process of decolonization, and currently is doing so in the e f f o r t to
a d j u s t relations between the industrial and the developing countries, Here
again the magnitude and complexity of problems related to the North-South
dialogue may seem at times discouraging. We must persevere with courage,
patience and understanding, inspired rather than dismayed by the great mission
we have undertaken.
Another major purpose of the United Nations is the development of
co-operative approaches to the new generation of global problems which have
grown out of the technological revolution and the increasing interdependence
of States. The United Nations has become a forum where these problems can be
discussed with a view to helping 1 Governments to face up to these challenges
together. The e f f o r t s , of the United Nations on such problems' have, I believe,
had a decisive e f f e c t in raising the consciousness of people all over the
world. We must now strive to achieve practical r e s u l t s .
It has always seemed to me that all of our activities can and should
contribute to the progressive development of an international system based on
the rule of law which will increasingly benefit all its members and promote
human rights. Obviously w e ' a r e only in the very early stages of such a
development, but unless we have this very ambitious perspective in mind, our
e f f o r t s here are likely to be fragmentary and to f a l l short of our professed
aims.
I believe more strongly than ever that the United Nations is the best
a v a i l a b l e , if not the only, a l t e r n a t i v e to the ever-present risk of nuclear
disaster or international anarchy. For this reason I am appalled at the
s u p e r f i c i a l judgements which are often made about our Organization and at the
levity and cynicism with which its a c t i v i t i e s are all too o f t e n portrayed.
Most great ideas and great i n s t i t u t i o n s have gone through an i n i t i a l period of

(mor e )
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denigration and scepticism, but we must not allow the United Nations to be
seriously undermined by such a process.
Sometimes I have the f e e l i n g that the lessons of two w o r l d wars have been
forgotten and that the privations of more than h a l f of the human race and the
mortal danger of most of the other h a l f are not r e a l l y considered as v i t a l
f a c t o r s in the conduct of international a f f a i r s . The nuclear threat
overshadows v i r t u a l l y the entire human f a m i l y . These are the true
perspectives in which we should evaluate the v a l i d i t y of what we try to do
here.
It is true t h a t , like many deliberative b o d i e s , the United Nations has
its f a i r share of d i f f i c u l t i e s , f r u s t r a t i o n s and s i t u a t i o n s which should have
been avoided by common sense and vision. Sometimes, for political or
emotional reasons, the e f f o r t s of this Organization to solve great problems
prove counter-productive and its approach s e l f - d e f e a t i n g * Often one group of
nations conceives that another group is leading the Organization in a
direction of which they do not approve and accordingly d i m i n i s h their support
of its work. Throughout the h i s t o r y of the United Nations we have witnessed
the phenomenon of predominant majorities and bloc v o t i n g . Sometimes these
tendencies have taken us in one direction and sometimes in another. However,
neither majorities nor blocs are immutable or m o n o l i t h i c , and all are s u b j e c t
to the process of historic change.
What is unquestionably true is that we need
merits and learn to take decisions accordingly.
not reasons for giving up the e f f o r t to make the
contrary, they are reasons for i n t e n s i f y i n g that

to consider issues on their
Our present d i f f i c u l t i e s are
United Nations work. On the
effort.

In my 10 years as Secretary-General 1 have experienced e x h i l a r a t i n g
moments when the collective w i l l of Governments demonstrated the p o s s i b i l i t i e s
of the United Nations if it is used in an imaginative and courageous manner.
The great relief operation in Bangladesh in the early 1970s, for e x a m p l e ,
showed dramatically how the Governments of the w o r l d , the d i f f e r e n t
organizations of the United Nations system and various v o l u n t a r y agencies can
work together under the over-all co-ordination of the United Nations to deal
with a humanitarian emergency of major proportions. We have s i n c e seen
similar massive international e f f o r t s to deal with h u m a n i t a r i a n emergencies in
A f r i c a , in Indo~China and elsewhere.
The efforts of the Security Council in the Middle East war of 1973 were a
remarkable example of the capacity of the Security Council to l i m i t and
control c o n f l i c t , as well as the p r a c t i c a l capacity of the Organization to
carry out decisive peace-keeping operations at short notice in times of acute
international crisis. Another vital exercise in conflict control began in
1978 with the i n s t a l l a t i o n of the peace-keeping force in south Lebanon. These
are only a few examples of the proven a b i l i t y of the United Nations to rise to
the challenges of our time.
There have, I must a d m i t , been other occasions when 1 have found the
i n a b i l i t y of the United Nations to take e f f e c t i v e action profoundly
discouraging. U n f o r t u n a t e l y , there are many times when the c o l l e c t i v e w i l l
(more)
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and unity of purpose of the membership is definitely not s u f f i c i e n t
with critical situations e f f e c t i v e l y .

to deal

If international problems can be resolved outside the U n i t e d N a t i o n s ,
that is all to the good. But there is surely something wrong when, as
sometimes happens, the Organization is unable to come to grips with situations
which are a definite threat to world peace or to world s t a b i l i t y . I strongly
urge Member Governments to pay far more a t t e n t i o n to this absolutely
fundamental problem b e f o r e we reach a situation where c o n f l i c t and
confrontation run out of control and lead to massive disaster. The machinery
is there. What is needed is a steady determination to develop our
institutions and to make them work properly.
1 cannot, in all h o n e s t y , f a i l to refer to some of the basic causes of
our d i f f i c u l t i e s . The United Nations is b u i l t upon some formidable divisions
in the world. The most prominent r i f t is obviously the East-West division
which runs through the heart of this Organization and often weakens or
neutralizes its capacity and resolve to take acion. The so-called North-South
division is of a very d i f f e r e n t character, and I sincerely hope that it will
not be allowed to play a similar role in inhibiting the e f f e c t i v e n e s s of the
United Nations. We have to admit that these divisions exist and to make all
possible e f f o r t s to bridge them, if we are, eventually, to overcome them.
Above a l l , we must remember that this Organization, whatever its
shortcomings, remains the w o r l d ' s best means of avoiding massive d i s a s t e r s in
the f u t u r e . It would be a tragedy if support for the United Nations were to
be weakened because of its present d i f f i c u l t i e s and divisions. We must never
f o r g e t , living as we do w i t h the extreme perils of nuclear c o n f r o n t a t i o n or of
economic and social anarchy, that the United Nations was set up to provide an
alternative to these nightmaresBecause of the existence of the United Nations, we have a choice — to
accept the present t e r r i f y i n g uncertainties and inequities, and the privation
and misery of a large segment of h u m a n i t y , or to persevere in developing the
better system which we know can be devised. The Charter is the blueprint for
that system. To make it a r e a l i t y will require courage, vision and an immense
amount of hard work. But we cannot have any doubt as to which choice should
be made.
Finally, I wish to express my deep gratitude and appreciation to all of
those with whom I have had the pleasure of working on the past 10 years.
First of all, I want to thank the members of the s e c r e t a r i a t who have
worked hard and loyally in all the varied f i e l d s of our a c t i v i t y to execute
the plans and the programmes of the United N a t i o n s . 1 am the f i r s t to
understand that working in the Secretariat can be f u r s t r a t i n g and, at t i m e s ,
discouraging.
I therefore appreciate the more the dedicated and loyal support
which I have enjoyed during my time here from all s t a f f members, and
especially from the senior colleages who have shared the burden w i t h me.
(more)
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I wish also to express to the Permanent Representatives of the Member
States my gratitude for all the co-operation and help I have received from
them. They carry a very special share of the workload of this Organization
and are a tremendously important part of the working life of the
Secretary-General,
I have greatly valued their contribution and their
friendship.
I wish particularly to pay tribute to you, Mr. President, my former
colleague in the Secretariat, and through you to the presiding officers of the
n-a in organs of the United Nations over the years. Your experience, wisdom and
diplomatic talents have contributed greatly to the smooth running of this
session. The presiding officers play a very significant part in the life of
this Organization. Their conduct of its business can often, especially in
times of trouble, be decisive in determining the success or failure of our
efforts.
Last but not least, I wish to express to my successor and friend, Javier
Perez de Cuellar, my heartfelt and warmest good wishes for his success in this
office. Our new Secretary-General has been a close colleague and a dedicated
ivorker in this house for many years. His integrity, judgement and diplomatic
skill have already proved themselves. His outstanding personal qualities and
long experience in the work of this Organization command respect in all parts
of the world„ I feel very confident for the future in passing this great
responsibility on to him.
May I conclude, Mr. President, by saying from the bottom of my heart how
much I have cherished the opportunity to work for this great Organization.
The United Nations is not just an institution — it is also a vision of a
better future. Let us all — those who are staying here and those, like
myself, who are departing from this house — dedicate ourselves to work,
wherever we may be, to make that vision a reality.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON APPOINTMENT OF SUCCESSOR
15 December 1981. New York

The following is the text of the statement made to the General Assembly
this morning by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim:

I am deeply touched and most grateful for all the kind words addressed to
me here today. This is for me a moving moment. To serve in this high o f f i c e
is a great and unique privilege. It is an experience u n l i k e any other.
It
provides an unrivalled opportunity to assist in the a f f a i r s of peoples and of
nations and to learn about the noble, as well as the ignoble, side of human
n a t u r e . It is an opportunity to participate in the most important and
d i f f i c u l t human experiment ever undertaken — b u i l d i n g the new s t r u c t u r e of an
interdependent world. And this high office brings one into active contact
with the leaders and representatives of all the nations in a common e f f o r t to
face the challenges of the present and to b u i l d for the f u t u r e . N a t u r a l l y , I
shall miss all of these facets of the Secretary-Generalship.
This is also a comforting moment, because it is — in many ways — a
relief to lay down a great burden and to look back over the long and hard road
we have travelled together since 1971 when I became Secretary-General.
The experience of those 10 years has profoundly re-inforced my conviction
of the necessity to m a i n t a i n , develop and strengthen the United N a t i o n s . The
frustrations and d i f f i c u l t i e s -I h-ave encountered have only confirmed my view
that the United Nations is an absolutely essential i n s t i t u t i o n , not only for
present problems but for the sane and orderly conduct of human a f f a i r s in the
future.
. . .
When we make judgements on our Organization it is w e l l to do so on the
basis of its fundamental nature, rather than on the basis of what this or that
nation or group of nations would wish it to be or to do. We must always bear
in mind that the United Nations is the Organization of all nations and the
property of none. -It is the place where nations should come together to
harmonize their actions for the a t t a i n m e n t of the common ends of the C h a r t e r .
(more)
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It should be used primarily for resolving disputes and conflicts rather than
as a forum for pursuing them. It should not be viewed as the instrument of
one group or one nation against another.
Our first and primary purpose here is the maintenance of international
peace and security and the development of a reliable day-to-day system of
world order respected and adhered to by all States. We are still very far
from such a goal. This vision of the founders of this Organization was
inspired to a great extent by a major world catastrophe, the Second World
War. It was their intention to provide, through the United Nations, an
alternative to the international anarchy which, in this century alone, has
given rise to two world wars. We must never lose sight of this primary goal.
We should not underestimate the successes of this Organization in the
maintenance of international peace and security. We are developing, for
example, with considerable success, a means of conflict control,
peace-keeping, which is an important part of wider political and diplomatic
efforts to keep the peace. Above all, the United Nations is a place of last
resort for Member States when a fatal confrontation threatens.
I do not need to emphasize the historic importance of the function of our
Organization as an agent of peaceful change.
It has acted as a catalyst in
the process of decolonization, and currently is doing so in the effort to
adjust relations between the industrial and the developing countries. Here
again the magnitude and complexity of problems related to the North-South
dialogue may seem at times discouraging. We must persevere with courage,
patience and understanding, inspired rather than dismayed by the great mission
we have undertaken.
Another major purpose of the United Nations is the development of
co-operative approaches to the new generation of global problems which have
grown out of the technological revolution and the increasing interdependence
of States. The United Nations has become a forum where these problems can be
discussed with a view to helping Governments to face up to these challenges
together. The efforts of the United Nations on such problems have, I believe,
had a decisive effect in raising the consciousness of people all over the
world. We must now strive to achieve practical results.
It has always seemed to me that all of our activities can and should
contribute to the progressive development of an international system based on
the rule of law which will increasingly benefit all its members and promote
human rights. Obviously we are only in the very early stages of such a
development, but unless we have this very ambitious perspective in mind, our
efforts here are likely to be fragmentary and to fall short of our professed
aims«
I believe more strongly than ever that the United Nations is the best
available, if not the only, alternative to the ever-present risk of nuclear
disaster or international anarchy. For this reason I am appalled at the
superficial judgements' which are often made about our Organization and at the
levity and cynicism with which its activities are all too often portrayed.
Most great ideas and great institutions have gone through an initial period of
•

..:

(more)
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denigration and scepticism, but we must not allow the United Nations to be
seriously undermined by such a process.
Sometimes I have the feeling that the lessons of two world wars have been
forgotten and that the privations of more than h a l f of the human race and the
mortal danger of most of the other half are not r e a l l y considered as v i t a l
factors in the conduct of international a f f a i r s . The nuclear threat
overshadows virtually the entire human family. These are the true
perspectives in which we should evaluate the v a l i d i t y of what we try to do
here.
It is true that,, like many deliberative b o d i e s , the United Nations has
its f a i r share of d i f f i c u l t i e s , f r u s t r a t i o n s and s i t u a t i o n s which should have
been avoided by common.sense and vision. Sometimes, for political or
emotional reasons, the e f f o r t s of this Organization to solve great problems
prove counter-productive and its approach s e l f - d e f e a t i n g .
Often one group of
nations conceives that another group is leading the Organization in a
direction of which they do not approve and accordingly diminish their support
of its work. Throughout the history of the United Nations we have witnessed
the phenomenon of predominant m a j o r i t i e s and bloc voting. Sometimes these
tendencies have taken us in one direction and sometimes in another. However,
neither majorities nor blocs are immutable or m o n o l i t h i c , and all are subject
to the process of historic change.
What is unquestionably true is that we need
merits and learn to take decisions accordingly.
not reasons for giving up the e f f o r t to make the
c o n t r a r y , they are reasons for intensifying that

to consider issues on their
Our present d i f f i c u l t i e s are
United Nations work. On the
effort.

In my 10 years as Secretary-General I have experienced e x h i l a r a t i n g
moments when the collective will of Governments demonstrated the possibilities
of the United Nations if it is used in an imaginative and courageous manner.
The great relief operation in Bangladesh in the early 1970s, for example,
showed d r a m a t i c a l l y how the Governments of the world, the d i f f e r e n t
organizations of the United Nations system and various voluntary agencies can
work together under the over-all co-ordination of the United Nations to deal
with a humanitarian emergency of major proportions. We have since seen
similar massive international e f f o r t s to deal with humanitarian emergencies in
A f r i c a , in lndo~China and elsewhere.
The e f f o r t s of the Security Council in the Middle East war of 1973 were a
remarkable example of the c a p a c i t y of the Security Council to l i m i t and
control c o n f l i c t , as well as the practical capacity of the Organization to
carry out decisive peace-keeping operations at short notice in times of acute
international crisis. Another vital exercise in c o n f l i c t control began in
1978 with the installation of the peace-keeping force in south Lebanon. These
are only a few examples of the proven ability of the United Nations to rise to
the challenges of our t i m e .
There have, I must a d m i t , been other occasions when 1 have found the
i n a b i l i t y of the United Nations to take e f f e c t i v e action profoundly
discouraging. U n f o r t u n a t e l y , there are many times when the collective w i l l
(more)
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and unity of purpose of the membership is definitely not s u f f i c i e n t
with critical situations e f f e c t i v e l y .

to deal

If international problems can be resolved outside the United N a t i o n s ,
that is all to the good. But there is surely something wrong when, as
sometimes happens, the Organization is unable to come to grips w i t h situations
which are a definite threat to world peace or to world s t a b i l i t y . 1 strongly
urge Member Governments to pay far more attention to this absolutely
fundamental problem b e f o r e we reach a situation where c o n f l i c t and
confrontation run out of control and lead to massive disaster. The machinery
is there. What is needed is a steady determination to develop our
institutions and to make them work properly.
1 cannot, in all honesty, f a i l to refer to some of the basic causes of
our d i f f i c u l t i e s . The United Nations is b u i l t upon some formidable divisions
in the world. The most prominent r i f t is obviously the East-West division
which runs through the heart of this Organization and often weakens or
neutralizes its capacity and resolve to take acion. The so-called North-South
division is of a very d i f f e r e n t character, and I sincerely hope that it w i l l
not be allowed to play a similar role in inhibiting the e f f e c t i v e n e s s of the
United Nations. We have to admit that these divisions exist and to make all
possible e f f o r t s to bridge them, if we are, eventually, to overcome them.
Above a l l , we must remember that 'this Organization, whatever its
shortcomings, remains the w o r l d ' s best means of avoiding massive disasters in
the f u t u r e . It would be a tragedy if support for the United Nations were to
be weakened because of its present d i f f i c u l t i e s and divisions. We must never
forget, living as we do with the extreme perils of nuclear confrontation or of
economic and social anarchy, that the United Nations was set up to provide an
alternative to these nightmares.
Because of the existence of the United N a t i o n s , we have a choice — to
accept the present terrifying uncertainties and inequities, and the privation
and misery of a large segment of humanity, or to persevere in developing the
better system which we know can be devised. The Charter is the blueprint for
that system. To make it a reality will require courage, vision and an immense
amount of hard work. But we cannot have any doubt as to which choice should
be made .
Finally, I wish to express my deep gratitude and appreciation to all of
those with whom I have had the pleasure of working on the past 10 years.
First of all, I want to thank the members of the secretariat who have
worked hard and loyally in all the varied fields of our a c t i v i t y to execute
the plans and the programmes of the United Nations. I am the f i r s t to
understand that working in the Secretariat can be f u r s t r a t i n g and, at times,
discouraging.
I therefore appreciate the more the dedicated and loyal support
which I have enjoyed during my time here from all s t a f f members, and
especially from the senior colleages who have shared the burden with me.
(more)
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I wish also to express to the Permanent Representatives of the Member
States my gratitude for all the co-operation and help I have received from
them. They carry a very special share of the workload of this Organization
and are a tremendously important part of the working life of the
Secretary-General.
I have greatly valued their contribution and their
friendship.
I wish particularly to pay tribute to you, Mr. President, my former
colleague in the Secretariat, and through you to the presiding officers of the
n-ain organs of the 'Jnited Nations over the years. Your experience, wisdom and
diplomatic talents have contributed greatly to the smooth running of this
session. The presiding officers play a very significant part in the life of
this Organization, Their conduct of its business can often, especially in
times of trouble, be decisive in determining the success or failure of our
efforts.
Last but not least, I wish to express to my successor and friend, Javier
Perez de Cuellar, my heartfelt and warmest good wishes for his success in this
office. Our new Secretary-General has been a close colleague and a dedicated
worker in this house for many years. His integrity, judgement and diplomatic
skill have already proved themselves. His outstanding personal qualities and
long experience in the work of this Organization command respect in all parts
of the worla, I feel very confident for the future in passing this great
responsibility on to him.
May I conclude, Mr., President, by saying from the bottom of my heart how
much I have cherished the opportunity to work for this great Organization.
The United Nations is not just an institution — it is also a vision of a
better future. Let us all — those who are staying here and those, like
myself, who are departing from this house — dedicate ourselves to work,
wherever we may be, to make that vision a reality.,

* **# *
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SSCRETARY-GENERaL'S_gTAT5-MSHT ON OCCASION OF HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

The following statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim is issued in
connection with the observance of Human Rights Day, 10 Decembers

The United Nations embodies the hopes and aspirations of all mankind for
a better life in peace, dignity and freedom, founded upon understanding and
mutual respect among individuals and peoples. It was to these ends that the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights was unanimously adopted in 1948 by the
General Assembly as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all
nations.
In the little more than a generation since its adoption, the Universal
Declaration has become a living symbol of progress in the unending fight
against all forms of injustice,, discrimination and prejudice. In marking its
thirty-third anniversary today, therefore, we have good reason for pride a-s we
reaffirm the Charter's promise that all people are entitled to the equal
enjoyment of human rights without distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion.
Our reasons for pride in the Declaration, however, cannot blind us to how
much remains undone. It is the unfinished task, I believe, that must be at
the heart of our commemoration. On previous anniversaries of the Declaration,
I have called attention to all that must be done if the gap between
aspirations and achievement is to be narrowed.
Today I cannot but reiterate those words. Untold millions are still
being victimized and suffer persecution simply because of the beliefs they
holder because of their colour or ethnic or racial origin. &en, women and
children are still being uprooted from their homes0 Summary executions,
imprisonment and'torture are still taking place. In short, the due process of
law is stilj. ignored in all too many places in a global society in v/hich our
interdependence is today as much a reality as our common humanity.
We have deep cause for concern. But we also have cause for pride. We
have made progress, and it is this progress that must serve as a catalyst for
all the unfinished work to which we now re-dedicate ourselves. Today we have
particular caufee to be inspired by the fact that this year, after nearly a
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quarter-century of untiring effort, another milestone in the struggle against
discrimination was reached. I refer to the recent adoption by the General
Assembly of the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and
of Discrimination Eased on Religion or Belief, Scholars, diplomats,
representatives of non-governmental organizations and many others were
involved in this effort, and all deserve our heartfelt thanks.
Clearly, the adoption of this important Declaration signifies the
.determination of the international community to eradicate intolerance, not
merely out of a feeling of compassion, but as an expression of collective
political will and regard for social justice.
The Declaration proclaims that everyone shall have the right to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion, including the freedom to have a religion
or whatever belief of his or her choice. It proclaims the freedom to manifest
one s religion or belief in vjorship, observance, practice and teaching. The
Declaration also holds that discrimination between human beings on grounds of
religion or whatever belief constitutes an affront to human dignity and a
disavowal of the principles of th Charter of the United Nations, and shall be
condemned as a violation of human rights anci fundamental freedoms.
On this thirty-third anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human
Kights, we must Declare our unity of purpose in carrying out the promise we
have made to history, vie must remember that the Declaration was not an end,
but a beginning. lt was a clarion call for univerEal corporation on a scale
never berore attempted. We must i.ot f^il «--h« c-h.-vi ic-ugo.

* *** *
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The following statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim .is issued in'
connection with the observance of Human Rignts Day, 10 December:

.he United Nations embodies the hopes and aspirations of all mankind for
J ;s.r xfe in E^ace, dignity and freedom, founded upon understanding ana
mutual respect among individuals and peoples. It was to those ends that the
universal Declaration of Human Rights wan unanimously adopted in 1&.-C3 by the
t»e,,eral Assembly as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and ail
nations.
In the little more than a generation since its adoption, the Universal
Declaration nas become a living symbol of progress in the unending fight
against all forms of injustice, discrimination and prejudice. In r,?rkirg its
thirty-tr-irci anniversary today, therefore, we have gccd reason for pride as ve
reaffirm the Charter's promise that all people are entitled to the equal
enjoyment of human rights without distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion.
•.
Our reasons for pride in the Declaration, however, cannot blind us to how
much remains uncor.e. It is the unfinished task, I believe, that nust be a?the heart of our com-smoration. On previous anniversaries of the r.Eciaration,
i have called attention to all that must be done if the gap between
aspirations and achievement is to be narrowed.
Today I cannot but reiterate those words. Untold millions are still
being victimised and suffer persecution simply because of the beliefs they
hold or because of their colour or ethnic or racial origin, fccn, i^cir.en and
children are. still being uprooted from their homes. Summary executions,
imprisonment and torture are still taking place. In short, the due process of
l«iw is still ignored in all too many places in a global society in which our
interdependence is today as much a reality as our consnon humanity.
VJe have deep cause for concern. But we also have cause for pride. Pe
have made progress, and it is this progress that must serve as a catalyst for
al- the unfinished work to which we now re-cfeclicate ourselves. Today we have
particular cause to be inspired by the fact that this year, after nearly a
_daor&.)
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quarter-century of untiring effort, another ir.ilsEtone in the struggle against
discrimination was reached„ I refer to the recent, adoption by the General
Assembly of the Declaration en the Elimination of All Fores of Intolerance and
of Oiscri.uiiiKi.i.c/ft Eac-ed on Religion or Belief. Scholars, diplomat?,
repressntafciv.ss of non-governmental organizations and many others were
invclvec; in this effort, and all deserve our heartfelt thanks.
Clearly, tha adoption of this important Declaration signifies the
Getis.cr.i.liwit.iic-.ii of th« international ccranunity to eradicate intolerance, not
Hat sly out or a £eeii:;<g of compassion, but as an expression of collective
political will ana regard for social justice.
The Declaration proclaims that everyone shall have the right to freedom
cf tiio'.ioht, con«5cioncs and religion, including the ft sectors to have a religion
or whstsver belief o.? his or he?: choice. It proclaims the freodcn! to .manifest
one's roliyion or fctrlief in worship, observance, practice and teaching. Tue
DocltiL'Ation also holfls that discrimination betv;eer. human beings on grounds of
religion or whatc-ver b^slisf constitutes an affront to human digiiity and a
ciise-vowai cf ths p~inci?.lGs of th Charter of the United Nations, and sb-ill be
co:ni£i«n!=d as a violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms.
On tl.is thirty-third anniversary of tino Universal Declsre.t?..on of Hunran
RighV.3, V?G muat osclare our unity of purpose in c-irrying c--jt the promiss we
hwa cjade x.o history. We must ttaierpber tls-it the teclaration was not an end,
but a bociinniny. It. IMS a clarion call for universal co-operation on a scale
never before attci'.ptec. fc'e must not fail the challenge.
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.SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OK INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF DISABLED PERSONS

Following is the test of a statement made by Secretary-General Kurt
Vialdheim to the General Assembly this morning in connection with its agenda
item on the International Year of Disabled Persons (1981);
As we come to the end of the International Year of Disabled Persons
[IYDP] it is appropriate that we should review the progress that has been made
and reaffirm our resolve for further effort towards ensuring for the disabled
their rightful place in society,,
The two themes which have received special emphasis in our approach to
the problem are respect for the human dignity of disabled persons and their
participation on a basis of equality in the economic and social life of their
societies. We believe that action for the welfare of disabled persons is to
be promoted not out of a sense of compassion or charity but in full
recognition of the useful and productive contribution they are capable of
making to the well-being of their communities.
There is no doubt that the problem of disability is one of great
magnitude. Though available figures are far from adequate, the world-wide
total of mentally or physically disabled persons is estimated at approximately
500 million, a third of them children. Eighty per cent of the disabled live
in developing countries v;here less than 1 per cent receive any trained help.
It is obvious that the issue cannot be dealt with in isolation from other
social, economic and cultural problems. The greatest single cause of
disability in the world is malnutrition. Our efforts, therefore, must also be
related to initiatives to increase food production and improve child nutrition.
The United Nations had long been concerned with the needs of the disabled
before the General Assembly designated 1981 as the- year during vihich attention
should be fccused on their problems and action intensified on their behalf.
In 1948, the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness and
disability was affirmed in article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. A decade later, the Declaration of the Rights of the Child called for
special treatment, education and care for children who are physically,
mentally or socially handicapped. This was followed in 1971 by a Declaration
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on the Rights of Mentally Retarded; Persons and, in 1975, by one on the Rights
of Disabled Persons.
The responds to the International Year has been encouraging. I am
pleased to note tl-,a.t national committees have been established in 127
countries to fu-rv.hsr its goals. Regional meetings have been held in different
parts of the ».'o::Ic. to explore long-term solutions to the problems of
prevention of disability,- the rehabilitation of disabled persons and •
equalization of opportunities for them. At the international level, among
other activities, a symposium of experts on technical assistance has
formulated useful recommendations which deserve cur most serious
consideration.
The preparation of the draft World Programme of Action
concerning Disabled Persons is being actively undertaken in consultation with
Member States and concerned organisations and will be available to the General
Assembly next year. The Advisory Committee for the International Year of
Disabled Persons continues, under the able chairmanship of Ambassador
1'iuntasser, to provide valuable assistance to our concerted endeavour to
promote the objectives of the Year.
A Trust E'und for the International Year of Disabled Persons has been
established and it has received generous contributions from several Member
States to finance a wide range of activities, particularly in the developing
countries. It is my sincere hope that riember States will increase their
support to this Fund and thereby assist in the implementation of programmes
and projects relating to disabilityMuch has indeed been accomplished during this Year and I have asked ir.y
Special Representative for IYDP, Mrs. Leticia Shahani, to provide the Assembly
\-;ith more information in this regard.
Kay I take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to the
specialized agencies vithin the United Nations system for their significant
contributions to activities relating to the Year. I also wish to convey rcy
gratitude to the concerned non-governmental organizations for their tireless
efforts to encure the success of the Year.
The United Nations alcne cannot resolve the innumerable problems of the
disabled the world over, fahat the United Nations can do — and is doing — is
to offer an international forum to draw attention to these disadvantaged
members of society, to promote international co-operation in alleviating their
problems and serve as a catalyst for action at different levels.
The designation of .a Year, by itself•, is not enough." I would recommend
tht Governments, concerned organizations and the public in general take full
advantage of the awareness ana interest that has been aroused and embark upon
practical, viable and longer range programmes of action. We must seek not
only to remedy particular.disabilities but also to ensure that disabled
persons have what most of us take for granted— namely, the opportunity for
full and equal participation in society. It is of tbe'Utmost importance,
therefore, that the momentum and interest generated by the Year is sustained
and carried forward at all. levels." 1981 must indeed be the start of a
continuous campaign for tjxe disabled.' •-.-.• , . .., .
'•'••' "'. :-.
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S

STATEMENT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OK INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF DISABLED PERSONS

Following is the text of a statement made by Secretary-General Kurt
Vlaldheim to the General Assembly this morning in connection with its agenda
item on the International Year of Disabled Persons (1981)s

As we come to the end of the International Year of Disabled Persons
(IYDP] it is appropriate that we should review the progress that has been made
and reaffirm our resolve for further effort towards ensuring for the disabled
their rightful place in society,,
The two themes which have received special emphasis in our approach to
the problem are respect for the human dignity of disabled persons and their
.participation on a basis of equality in the economic and social life of their
societies. We believe that action for the welfare of disabled persons is to
be promoted not out of a sense of compassion or charity but in full
recognition of the useful and productive contribution they are capable of
making to the well-being of their communities.
There is no doubt that the problem of disability is one of great
magnitude. Though available figures are far from adequate, the world-wide
total of mentally or physically disabled persons is estimated at approximately
500 million, a third of them children. Eighty per cent of the disabled live
in developing countries where less than 1 per cent receive any trained help.
It is obvious that the issue cannot be dealt with in isolation from other
social, economic and cultural problems. The greatest single cause of
disability in the world is malnutrition. Our efforts, therefore, must also be
related to initiatives to increase food production and improve child nutrition.
The United Nations had long been concerned with the needs of. the disabled
before the General Assembly designated 1981 as the year during which attention
should be fccused on their problems and action intensified on their behalf.
In 1948, the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness and
disability was affirmed in article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. A decade later, the Declaration of the Rights of the Child called for
special treatment, education and care for children who are physically,
mentally or socially handicapped. This was followed in 1971 by a Declaration
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on the Rights of P-ientally Retarded Persons and, in 1975, by one on the Rights
of Disabled Persons,
;

<
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The response to the International Year has been encouraging- I am
pleased to note that national ccjiirnliitees have been established in 127
countries to further its goals. Regional meetings have been held in different
parts of the world to .explore long-term solutions to the problems of
prevention of disability? the rehabilitation of disabled persons and
equalization of opportunities for them. At the international level, among
other activities, a symposium of experts on technical assistance has
formulated useful recommendations which deserve our most serious
consideration. The preparation of the draft World Programme of Action
concerning Disabled Persons is being actively undertaken in consultation with
Kember States and concerned organizations and will be available to the General
Assembly next yea-:. The Advisory Committee for the International Year of
Disabled Persons continues,, under the able chairmanship of Ambassador
huntasser, to provide valuable assistance to our .concerted endeavour to
promote the objscrives of thW Year.
A Trust Fund for the International Year of Disabled Persons has been
established and it has received generous contributions from several Kember
States to finance a wide range'of activities, particularly in the developing
countries. It is my since're hope that Member States will increase their
support to this Fund and thereby assist in 'the implementation of programmes
and projects relating to disability*
Much has indeed been -accomplished during this Year and I have asked ir.y
Special Representative for IYDP, Krs. Leticia Shahani, to provide the Assembly
with more information in this regard.
Kay I take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to the
specialized agencies within the United Nations system for their significant
contributions to activities relating to the Year. I also wish to convey my
gratitude to the concerned non-governmental organizations for their tireless
efforts to ensure the success of the Year.
The United Nations alone cannot resolve the innumerable problems of the
disabled the world over. What the United Nations can do — and is doing — is
to offer an international forum to draw attention to these disadvantaged
members of society, to promote international co-operation in alleviating their
problems and serve as a catalyst for action at different levels.
The designation of a Year, by itself, is not enough. I would recommend
tht Governments, concerned organizations and the public in general take full
advantage of the awareness and interest that has been aroused and embark upon
practical, viable and longer range programmes of action, We must seek not
only to remedy particular disabilities but also to ensure that disabled
persons have what most of us take for granted — namely, the opportunity for
full and equal participation in society. It is of the utmost importance,
therefore, that the momentum and interest generated by the Year is sustained
and carried forward at all levels. 1981 must indeed be the start of a
continuous campaign for the disabled.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY|THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON INTERNATIONAL YEAR
OF DISABLED IJJERSONS (AGENDA ITEM 30) GENERAL ASSEMBLY PLENARY
HI'
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Mr. Presiden£|^ Distinguished Delegates,
As we come to the end of the International Year of
Disabled Persons it is appropriate that we should review
the progress'|that has been made arid reaffirm our resolve
for further 'effort towards ensuring for the disabled their
rightful place in society.
( v The United Nations had long been concerned with the
—
iS'
needs of the^disabled before the General Assembly designated
1981 as the year during which attention should be focussed
on the problems and action intensified on their behalf.
In 1948, the right to security in the event of unemployment,
sickness and^disability was affirmed in Article 25 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

A decade later,

the Declaration of the Rights of the Child called for
•Hat.
special treatment, education and care for children who are

m

physically, mentally or socially handicapped.

This'was

followed in 1971 by a Declaration on the Rights of Mentally
Retarded Persons and, in 1975, by one on the Rights of
Disabled Persons.

The two ...themes which have received special emphasis in
our approach j^to the problem are respect for the human dignity
of disabled persons and their participation on a basis of
equality in the economic and social life of their societies.

We believe that acl||E>n for the welfare of disabled persons
is to be promoted riot out of a sense of compassion or charity
'if
but in full recognition of the useful and productive contribution
they are capable ofjSmaking to the well-being of their communities.
There is no doubt that the problem of disability is one
of great magnitude.S|f Though available figures are far from
:
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adequate, the world~wide total of mentally or physically disabled

if

persons is estimatedtat approximately 500 million, a third of
them children.

Eighty percent of the disabled live in developing

countries where lessjthan one percent receive any trained help.
•gv*,
It is obvious that t,he issue cannot be dealt with in isolation
from other social, .economic and cultural problems.

The greatest

single cause of disability in the world is malnutrition.

Our

efforts, therefore , ^must also be related to initiatives to
increase food production and improve child nutrition.
£-
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The response to' the International Year has been encouraging.
4'fe
I am pleased to note that national committees have been established
in 127 countries to .further its goals.
•ttk.

Regional meetings have

I
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been held in different parts of the world to explore long-term
••!§

solutions to the problems of prevention of disability, the
• .^;£ •
''•$pf

rehabilitation of disabled persons and equalization of opportunites
•STH>~s
%for them.
At the international level, among other activities, a
•*?£&
Wsymposium of experts^on technical assistance has formulated useful
:^:;

recommendations which deserve our most serious consideration.

The

preparation of the draft World Programme of Action concerning
Disabled Persons is being actively undertaken in consultation with
•$$••
/

safe.

•
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- 3 Member States and Concerned organizations and will be available to
the General Assembly, next year.

The Advisory Committee for the

International Year|fof Disabled Persons continues, under the able
chairmanship of Amipassador Muntasser, to provide valuable assistance
. fi'rtvJS;-.;':

to our concerted eri'deavour to promote the objectives of the Year
A Trust Fund for the International Year of Disabled Persons
•Ml"
1
-*vs5has been established and it has received generous contributions
:.£&•>->
,"SS:

from several Member/States to finance a wide range of activities,
If
particularly in the?.-developing countries.
It is my sincere hope
that Member Statesj|jwill increase their support to this Fund and
thereby assist in :J:he implementation of programmes and projects
relating to disabi/lflty.
Much has indeed been accomplished during this Year and I

m
•'!W

have asked my Special Representative for IYDP, Mrs. Leticia Shahani,

w

to provide the Assembly with more information in this regard.

opportunity to express my
appreciation to the)|specialized agencies within the United Nations
system for their significant contributions to activities relating
to the Year.

I also w-ish. -feo convey my gratitude to the concerned

non-governmental organizations for their tireless efforts to
ensure the successfbf the Year.

Mr. President, Distinguished Delegates:
The United Nations alone cannot resolve the innumerable problems
of the disabled the!world over.

What the United Nations can do

- and is doing - i'sf to offer an international forum to draw
attention to these j?disadvantaged members of societyr to promote
international co-operation in alleviating their problems and serve
as a catalyst for 'action at different levels.
•0$?;.

would recommend

*

that governments, concerned organizations and the public in general
take full advantagejof the awareness and interest that has been
aroused and embarkffupon practical, viable and longer range programmes
of action?
•The designation of a Year, by itself, is not enough.

V
We must seek not only
to remedy particular disabilities but also to ensure that disabled
::
%persons have what most of us take for granted,
namely the
"*&.mopportunity;" for full and equal participation in society.
It xs
iSfc:*"

of the utmost

m
importance,

therefore, that the momentum and interest

generated by the Year is sustained and carried forward at all levels.
1981 must indeed betfthe start of a continuous campaign for the
Disabled.
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
C ,

ON RECEIPT OF AN HONORARY DEGREE FROM
SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY, FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
SATURDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1981

President Melady, Reverend Bishop Curtis,
Dr. Pinciaro,
Representatives of the University Community,
Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is with great pleasure that I receive this
honorary degree from Sacred Heart University.
In conferring this honour on me, you are showing

CV.-^
''*

your recognition of the crucial role of the United
Nations in the building of a global society of
peace, justice and progress.

For this, I extend to

you my heartfelt appreciation and thanks.

I also

wish to express my feelings of affectionate
attachment to the surroundings of this University.
By providing me many priceless moments of tranquillity
in the midst of the exacting schedules of my office/
the State of Connecticut has been almost like home to
me for the past many years.
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I would like to take this opportunity to share
a few thoughts with you about my view of the present
world scene.

There are many aspects of the

international situation which give cause for great
anxiety.

The strain in relations between East and

West certainly ranks high among these causes.
Mistrust and suspicion rather than confidence determine
one side's analysis of the motivations of the other
side.

As a result, security is sought to be attained

at an ever higher level of the stockpile of
sophisticated armaments.
-;S,
';§
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The other great division in the human community
which needs to be overcome if we are to enjoy a
stable world order is the one which results from
the vast economic disparity between the North and
the South, the developed and the developing countries.
It is evident that the structure of world peace will
remain fragile as long as two-thirds of humanity
continue to live in frustration and feel the strong
sense of inequity which is a natural result of their
poverty.

It is not necessary for me to refer to the many
other unresolved problems of unquestionable gravity
which also confront us at present.
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The two great issues which I have mentioned are
enough to make clear to us the dangers to peace and
stability which darken the international scene.
While these dangers cannot be minimized, while no-one
can confidently assert that we have yet obtained
immunity from a devastating chain of events which might
trigger a global confrontation, the fact remains that
we are living in a world vastly different from the one
before the founding of the United Nations.

In the

political sphere, there are more safeguards against
the risks of escalation of conflicts than were
provided by any international system in the past.
f>,
^^

Without encouraging any complacency on this score, we
can take note of two general facts.

First, in spite of

an unprecedented level of armaments, a global conflict
has thus far been avoided.

Second, while there have

been regional wars of great ferocity, these have not
been allowed to spread and grow into even more
dangerous conflicts.

It would, of course, be idle to attribute these
relatively positive facts entirely to the existence
and efforts of the United Nations.

Obviously,

the horrors of war fought with weapons of mass
destruction have to a certain degree acted as a
deterrent against conflict between the nuclear powers.
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However, it would be equally wrong to discount the
role of the world Organization in providing an
instrument for defusing tensions, forestalling major
confrontations or preventing the escalation of
conflicts.

In this context, I would first like to mention
the little understood and hardly publicized function
of the United Nations to encourage and facilitate
exchanges between its Member States, including the
great powers.

It provides them a forum where

accommodations can be sought and obtained.
3

A recent

and important example of this role is the meeting of
Secretary of State Haig and Foreign Minister Gromyko
during the General Assembly of the United Nations which
has led to a resumption of dialogue between the world's
most powerful states.

Linked to this role of

providing a meeting-ground is the employment by the
United Nations of the means of quiet diplomacy,
including the contacts of the Secretary-General.

It is

not a function which is stipulated in so many words
in the Charter but, without it, the United Nations
would not exert the influence on the direction of
international affairs which it has done in diverse
situations since its inception.
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Apart from this, it is a fact of post-war
history that time and again when an escalation of
conflicts has threatened, a resort to the Security
Council has made it easier for the powers concerned to
pull back from the fatal abyss.

One has only to

recall the Berlin blockade, the crises of Suez and
Hungary in 1956, the Congo crisis of 1960, the Cuban
missiles crisis in 1962, the India-Pakistan war of
1965 or the Middle East War of 1973 to see the
functioning of the United Nations as a means to
avoid wider war.

v'

You are no doubt aware that the United Nations
was established at a time when the great powers who are
the permanent members of the Security Council were
partners in the victorious alliance in the Second
World War.

The framers of the Charter, therefore,

based their design for the future on the assumption
of unanimity among these members on matters affecting
international peace and security.

However, developments

in power relations which followed almost immediately
belied this assumption.

As a result, the United

Nations has very limited means to enforce the peace.
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When it became clear that the use of measures to
deter or prevent aggression was not available to the
Security Council because of differences among
the permanent mebers of the Council who, as you know,
hold the power of veto, the United Nations improvised
various means of keeping the peace.

In developing

the techniques and machinery of conflict-control
generally known as peace-keeping, the United Nations
has shown a striking flexibility and capacity for
innovation.

It is something altogether new in human

history that military personnel from different nations
should be used in dangerous situations not to fight but
V-3

to prevent others from fighting.

At this very moment,

thousands of soldiers provided by many countries monitor
\
the observance of peace in different parts of the world.
In my experience as Secretary-General, some of the
most significant moments have been related to peace-keeping.
The creation at very short notice, for example, of a
peace-keeping force in the Middle East during the
October war of 1973 or the creation again, of a new
peace-keeping force in the extremely sensitive area
of southern Lebanon in 1978,as well as the continuance
of the operation in Cyprus to bring a fratricidal war
under control, have provided vivid examples of the
ability of the United Nations to respond to emergencies.
The usefulness of these operations can be judged from
the likelihood of anarchy and disaster that would
result if they were disbanded.
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Moreover, it is the United Nations which serves
to keep alive the great objectives whose attainment
is most essential for a stable and peaceful world
order, free from the fear of war.

One of the most

important goals in this regard is disarmament.
Though the lack of progress in this field is most
deplorable, the effort of the United Nations to
make clear the unimaginable consequences of a
spiralling arms race has to be maintained if this
race is ever to be halted and reversed.

Some

encouragement in this regard can be derived both from
popular sentiment and from the shared concern at
the highest level which is evident from the recent
statements of different world leaders.

I hope that

these will lead to positive results in the forthcoming
negotiations on arms control and reduction.

I may

also mention to you that the General Assembly will
meet next year in a special session devoted to
disarmament.

This must point the way to concrete

progress if human resources/ talent and energy now
wasted in the senseless drive for armaments are
to be diverted to the projects of development and
peace.
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These important functions of the United Nations
in the political sphere need to be viewed against
the background of the historic change of which the
world organization has been a catalyst and agent and
which has made our period unlike any other in the
past.

It has been the outstanding development of our
age that, for the first time in history, we have
an international system fully /representative of
the peoples of the world.

The process of decolonization

has changed the political complexion of the globe to
:

(%
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a degree unmatched by any other revolution in the
past.

Prior to it, international organizations were

polarized on the relations of the most powerful
states.

In contrast, we now have 157 states —

than three times the original members —

more

meeting on a

basis of sovereign equality and bringing before the
world organization their diverse interests and concerns.
This presents new perspectives for global peace and
development.

A consequence of great importance, as

far as human attitudes are concerned, is that we are
learning not only to tolerate but also to respect
the cultural diversity of our world.

The walls of

isolation and mutual ignorance which previously separated
societies with different traditions are rapidly
crumbling down.
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We now know better than did our forefathers that,
though we articulate our values and perceptions
variously, the hunger for peace, the insistence on
justice and the need for security are common to all
societies.

This progress towards universal representation has
been accompanied by another process of equally
far-reaching nature.

This consists in the realization

by nations of their increasing interdependence.
As a result, the world is moving slowly but surely
towards a unity of concerns and objectives which
again is a new feature of international life.
A major purpose of the United Nations is the
development of co-operative approaches to the global
problems which are a result of diverse factors
operative in our age.

Not to speak of earlier

generations, even the framers of the United Nations
Charter could hardly anticipate that the organization
would serve as a common forum for the world's nations
to develop plans of action on such problems as
population, food, the supply of water, the environment,
energy, the law of the sea, the rights of women,
the rights of the child, the status of the disabled,
the care of the aging, to give a few examples.
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As they addressed themselves to these issues at
the United Nations, its member states became actively
engaged in developing a global consciousness.
It would not be realistic to expect that the loyalties
and the view of human priorities which such consciousness
implies will at once supersede the narrower notions of
self-interest that largely govern national policies.
The formation of a sense of world community is bound
to be a slow process.

However, even in its hesitant

advances, its manifestations are most gratifying.

To give an example, it has brought me much
personal satisfaction to see the prompt and
compassionate response to appeals made by the United
Nations for the relief of the millions of people
displaced or uprooted from their homes in Africa
and Asia.

Such a response attests to a growing

feeling of human solidarity which was either
largely non-existent or could find no channel of
coherent expression without the United Nations.

Looking towards the future, I believe that,
besides the day-to-day maintenance of peace, a
breakthrough towards disarmament and a global
effort for the accelerated development of the
Third World countries are the two cardinal imperatives
of our age.

wk
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The central role in summoning a response to them
will rest with the United Nations.

I have spoken

earlier of the peaceful change of which the United
Nations has been the agent in recent decades.

The

process of change, however, does not complete itself
at a static or pre-determined point.

We cannot claim

that the principle of equal rights of nations, large
and small, is fully realized with the accession to
sovereignty of peoples formerly under colonial rule.
Political independence is no doubt a value in itself
but it is also a means to achieve larger human ends.
The great

C'"\
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challenge which faces us now is the adjustment

of the economic and other relationships" of states in
the aftermath of decolonization.
relations

Current economic

are highly inadequate to the needs of

peoples in developing countries.

A reform of these

relations is, therefore, most essential if these
countries are to become self-reliant partners in the
world's economic enterprise.

The issues involved

in the eradication of mass poverty, unemployment and
illiteracy are, of course, extremely complex.

However,

it is to the extent that we begin earnestly to tackle
them /that we can come to terms with the post-colonial
world.
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I have given you this very general picture of the
international situation and the role played by the
United Nations because I believe that, in future, you
will be called upon to build on the foundations which
have been laid.

I place great hopes in your generation.

You have vast horizons before you, a fast-changing
world which presents limitless possibilities for
creative endeavour.

You are not confined by the hates

and prejudices and ignorance of which earlier generations
were prisoners.

You must have the courage to stand

fast by your ideals but you must also cultivate a
strong sense of realities.

Without idealism, the

aims of peace and justice suffer erosion through
expediency and the workings of power politics.
Without a full understanding of realities, their
pursuit in difficult situations can cause disappointment
and defeatism which paralyse meaningful effort.
It is by combining devotion to ideals with a pragmatic
approach that you can help build a better world
worthy of the human race.

***

MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
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We are approaching the end of a year which has been marked
more by tension and discord than by the resolution of international
differences and more by continuing deprivation than by progress
toward the elimination of economic and social inequities.
Such
times test the fortitude of the Secretariat staff throughout
the world, for none are more conscious of the seriousness and
complexity of the problems with which the international community
is confronted.
I am pleased to note that the Secretariat is
responding to this challenge with competence, determination and
devotion in the spirit of the Charter which we all recognize as
the basis of peace and justice throughout the world.
This dedication is especially reassuring since the Secretariat
staff is presently going through a change in generation.
After
more than three decades many who joined the United Nations
Secretariat at the outset have now retired or will soon be doing
so.
They brought an enthusiasm and idealism closely associated
with the great hopes placed by the world in the new organization
of which they were a part.
Those of the present generation began
their work in the knowledge that some of these hopes had not been
fulfilled.
Yet the spirit of commitment and service has been
passed on.
Moreover, the role of the Secretariat is today even more
important and its responsibilities have grown many times over as
world needs and problems with which the United Nations must deal
have become ever more numerous and extensive.

- 2 After almost ten years as Secretary-General I am more convinced
than ever that a strongly motivated and highly competent international
civil service is one of the world's most valuable assets in achieving
progress towards lasting peace and economic and social justice.
As the years have passed I have been deeply impressed by the
commitment of the Secretariat and
the remarkable spirit
which flows,from the principles of the Charter and makes of this
disparate group of people a coherent and effective international
staff. In this sense, the United Nations Secretariat stands as
a model of international cooperation in support of shared goals.
If some of the past year's developments have given cause for
discouragement, there have also been achievements which can give
us renewed hope for the future and hearten us in our continuing
work. Many thousands of people who might otherwise have died
have been given food and shelter; parties to conflicts have been
afforded a continuing opportunity to resolve their differences
without further resort to arms; the nations of the globe have
again been able to review together in this
. universal forum
their differences and their needs in the common if difficult
objective of achieving a better world. We therefore have much
reason to be thankful and at the same time proud of the
contribution made by the United Nations and its staff.
I would like, in this connexion, to express my warm
appreciation for the hard and demanding work accomplished by
the Secretariat in 1981. I wish all staff members and
their families happiness in the holiday season and good
fortune in the new year.

